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At a Glance
• Fully integrated with Pelco VideoXpert
VMS and Pelco High Performance
Cameras
• Search for critical images and patterns in
video for rapid retrieval
• Real-time alerts call attention to predefined behaviors of people, vehicles, and
objects
• On-site or remote monitoring

Several billion hours of video is recorded weekly, but only 3% of cameras and sensors have any kind of
intelligence, leaving important data overlooked because people simply can’t process that much footage.
Identifying traffic patterns, responding to threats, and doing forensic research is incredibly manual and
slow. Pelco and IBM’s integrated analytics leverage deep learning and powerful algorithms to make
sense of video and ensure that recorded content receives proper evaluation, attention and action.
When a critical situation arises, will you learn about it in time to act? Pelco Analytics Powered by IBM rapidly
understands and responds to situations of interest through automated zone monitoring, facial and object recognition
and sends alerts directly to VideoXpert video management system for evaluation and incident management.

A witness tells a police officer that
a red car sped away from a store
robbery. Pelco Analytics quickly
compiles data about all red cars
captured by Optera multi-sensor
panoramic cameras at the scene and
other cameras in the surrounding
areas. VideoXpert is used to create
an incident report that is later
submitted in court.

Optera multi-sensor cameras at an
airport record panoramic views of
activities, while Pelco Analytics issues
instant alerts for anomalies such as
people entering restricted areas,
crowd formation, or people going the
wrong way through security check
points. VideoXpert instantly displays
relevant video so operators can
investigate and respond efficiently.

Sarix fixed IP cameras capture video
in hospital patient rooms, while
Pelco Analytics alert healthcare
professionals at a main desk to
dangerous patient behavior, such as
a patient falling out of bed or leaving
their room. VideoXpert incident
reports are placed in patient files and
used to improve hospital operations.

Pelco Analytics Powered by IBM uses sophisticated machine
learning algorithms for both real-time surveillance and postevent forensic analysis giving security and public safety
organizations the ability to easily find relevant images and
critical information across your entire video library.

Real Time Alerts
• Motion detection
• Trip wire

Scale & credibility: Pelco deploys analytics across
hundreds, or thousands, of cameras to search across all of
them in seconds. The system is trained to avoid false positives
using deep learning capabilities to avoid alert fatigue.

• Object removal or
abandonment

The IoT connection: For even more power, video footage

• Facial capture

can be integrated with sensor data, third-party trends and
weather forecasts to predict behavior and respond to threats in
real time.

Real world conditions: Pelco's make sense of difficult
scenes and situations, such as crowded views, cameras
positioned for humans and challenging environmental
conditions such as snow, headlights and weather.

Cognitive: Pelco Analytics’ cognitive video analytics
processes any recorded camera stream and searches for
persons of interest in seconds, drastically speeding up search
times and results. Additionally, deep learning capabilities
enable Pelco Analytics to be trained to recognize new objects
and events that make the most sense for your business.

• Counter flow detection
• Tailgate detection
• Facial recognition
• License plate
recognition
• Combination alerts

Indexing and Search
• Attribute-based search
(size, color, speed,
facial attributes)
• Date and time ranges
• By location, in field of
view
• License plate search
(partial or full)
• Across multiple
cameras
• Track objects in view

• Customized alerts

• Attributes-based search
(add: time, duration)

• Crowd forming / running

• Face search

• Loitering

• Counting

• Directional motion

• Able to work in
crowded scenes
and challenging
environment conditions

Intelligent Redaction: Achieve redaction of video footage
in minutes, not days, through automated tooling.

Contact the sales representative in your
area today or visit pelco.com to learn more.
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